DATASHEET

Datadog & Fairwinds Insights:
A Powerful Combination
Protect, optimize, and monitor your
mission-critical Kubernetes applications

CONTINUOUS KUBERNETES VISIBILITY
Datadog offers a monitoring platform for cloud
applications. By seamlessly aggregating metrics and
events across the DevOps stack, Datadog delivers full
visibility into modern applications.
Datadog provides reactive observability, helping users
improve performance, identify problems, and analyze
logs. This real-time monitoring and observability helps
organizations react quickly to system issues.

Fairwinds Insights, available in the Datadog
marketplace, provides proactive observability,
helping prevent Kubernetes problems by:
•

Providing consistency across teams and
Kubernetes clusters

•

Uncovering security, efficiency, and reliability
misconfigurations

•

Applying Kubernetes best practice policies
automatically

•

Enforcing policies to maintain compliance across
containers and Kubernetes clusters

•

Enabling service ownership by shifting left into Git
and CI/CD to identify misconfigurations early

PREVENT
PROBLEMS
Fairwinds Insights
prevents future
problems while
Datadog monitors
problems at runtime.
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DATASHEET // DATADOG & FAIRWINDS INSIGHTS: A POWERFUL COMBINATION

DATADOG AND FAIRWINDS INSIGHTS
Get the visibility and control you need to make your applications more
reliable and secure with end to end monitoring for your Kubernetes and
cloud applications. Fairwinds Insights integrates with Datadog so you
have a single location to view all of your reports. Now you can:
Define and control custom policies across multiple clusters
Monitor and optimize Kubernetes costs based on visibility into
usage and estimated costs

WHY FAIRWINDS
Fairwinds is your trusted partner
for Kubernetes security, policy and
governance. With Fairwinds, customers
ship cloud-native applications faster,
more cost effectively, and with less risk.
We provide a unified view between
dev, sec, and ops, removing friction
between those teams with software

Integrate Kubernetes configuration recommendations into
Datadog dashboards

that simplifies complexity. Fairwinds

Reduce risk by monitoring containers for known vulnerabilities

tools to help you save time, reduce risk,

Insights is built on Kubernetes expertise
and integrates our leading open source
and deploy with confidence.
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